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	Title: In My Garden - April 2009
	Author: by Betty Coffelt, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: The mild days and longer evenings of spring make it enjoyable to be working outside.  Everything is growing quickly and needs light pruning and shaping, plus it is time to plant.  LIGHT PRUNINGChrysanthemums:  In late March I started cutting back my chrysanthemums to 6-8" tall and removing all dead stems from last year making sure there are green leaves below the cut.  I clear away debris from the inside of the plant and then spread some crushed oyster shell (available from feed stores) in the center of the plant to keep snails from crawling among the inner stems and reproducing.  I have a few spider and thistle mums that are more sensitive to cold; these I will trim later in April. Camellias:  Some camellias bloom earlier than others.  My earliest blooming camellia is ready to be lightly trimmed, shaped and fed with an acid fertilizer.  My other camellia is just beginning to bloom, so it won’t be touched for a while.  Camellias benefit from keeping the dead flowers and leaves cleaned up from under the bush.Lilacs:  My earliest lilac blooms and is finished before the others even start to flower.  Cutting lilacs back and shaping them right after bloom ensures flowers the next year.  The flower buds for next year form in pairs where leaves join stem. BLOOM SEASONBulbs now in bloom in my yard include 5 different types of late daffodils, freesia, Dutch iris, alstroemeria, white and white/green calla lily and the Oklahoma redbud tree.  This has been a great year for cymbidium orchids.  One of mine in a 2 gallon pot had 8 spikes!  My later ones will be open this month.  All of my fruit trees have finished blooming, except the avocados, which are just starting bloom.  GROWING SEASONAnnuals:  In my garden several annuals reseed each year.  Currently they range in height up to 18 inches (Irish bells).  I am able to pick some flowers each week for bouquets.  Not all annuals reseed with equal success.  I have larkspur, 2 types of asters, alyssum and rudbeckia that reseed well, however zinnia, celosia and sunflower produce lots of plants but the quality of the flower is not always up to par.  Many hybrid varieties will revert to something very different.   
	Page 2: Fruits and Vegetables:  Grapes are leafing out and the turnips, kohlrabi and red potatoes I planted mid-March are about 2" high.I am now in the process of getting ready to plant most of the summer garden.  I start out with the ground raked and level.  I then decide where the rows will go and what will be planted where.  I try to rotate where things are planted each year.  I plant into a 6" band of soil and I lay strips of cardboard between the planting rows.  I'm starting out on the north side with two rows of tomatoes, probably about 36 plants.  They need more space so I lay a 36-inch strip of cardboard and leave another 6-inch band for the second row of tomatoes.  After the cardboard has been laid out I cover it with straw.  Having a narrow planting area with the majority of soil covered means fewer weeds!  I only have to weed the planting rows as the rest of the soil is shaded and dark, so weeds don't sprout.  It also helps cut down on watering, since the soil will stay cooler.  The cardboard dissolves over the growing season and it and the straw will be tilled into the garden next spring.  We put manure on the garden every other year in the fall.  After the cardboard and straw are in place I am ready to plant.  In our summer garden I plant tomatoes, peppers (one hot and two mild ones, including Italian sweet peppers that I really like) and 4 types of cucumbers.  For green beans I plant asparagus beans on a tripod.  They have performed very well for me with few problems and produce until frost.  I also include a row of okra.  Two or three varieties of squash will be planted later in the month at the south end of the garden where turnips and kohlrabi are planted now.  I leave some of the old plants to act as decoys to insects for the new squash plants.  When they get covered with aphids and other bugs, I pull them up and throw them away.  The squash gets a few more weeks to produce before they are attacked.  My entire garden is watered with soaker hoses except the tomatoes are on drippers.Odds and EndsA few more items on the “To Do” list include:• making the second (of three) application of fertilizer on citrus trees;• thinning fruit trees to 6" between fruit, when they reach size of a walnut;• propagating fuchsias, geraniums and chrysanthemums from cuttings; and • uncovering plants or moving plants that had to be protected from the winter cold.Don’t forget to take a walk in your neighborhood and ENJOY the blooms of spring!
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